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Isnt it nice to know that,
the fly will die first!
The Flashlights of the future are here today!


eternaLighttm - over 700 hours of continuous burn-time from an
ordinary set of AA alkaline batteries!



Computer control provides features like Flasher, Dimmer, Strobe,
Timer, S.O.S. and more!



Illuminates objects over 80 feet away! Visible from over three miles!



Water resistant to 100, ultra-tough shock resistant, pager sized and
floats!



100% solid-state with WHITE LED technology for ultra-long life (up to
100,000 hours), reliability and safety!



Simple one-handed operation - even a two-year-old can use it!



Lifetime limited warranty!
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Hiking, Caving, Biking, Camping, Boating, Emergency, Utility, Service!
EternaLight does it all!

Trapped in a cave with
your eternaLight and... a fly!

Technology Associates, Inc.
1455 Deming Way #11
Sparks, NV 89431
Toll free 877-832-4277
775-331-3330  Fax 775-331-3384
www.TECHASS.com
orders@techass.com

eternaLighttms are the most technologically advanced
personal lighting instruments available!
Choose the one thats right for you!

Model X2 - Raven2 the party
light distinct features:

Model 3 - "Ergo" distinct features:

 Our FUNNEST model. Unique
FOUR color system combine to
near white light but with the utility
of Red, Blue, Green and Yellow
colors.

 All the standard features below.

 Water resistant to 100 feet.
 Concrete drop/shock resistant up
to 10 feet.
 Weighs only 4 oz as equipped
with Energizer AA alkaline
batteries.

Model 3X - "ErgoXRay" distinct Model 3M - "Ergo-Marine" distinct
features:
features:

 Same as model 3 but with Translu- 
cent blue case.
 Ergonomic shape is comfortable to

hold. Measures 2 5/8" X 3 5/8" X 1".  Exclusive NightBeacon(tm) feature
illuminates body of flashlight for
 Water resistant to 100 feet.
easy locating in dark situations.

 Weighs only 4 oz as equipped with *MSRP $49.99 - Part #ELPDFLM3X
Energizer AA alkaline batteries.
 Concrete drop/shock resistant up to
10 feet.

Same as Model 3 but in Marine Yellow.
Weighs only 3.25 oz as equipped with
Energizer AA lithium batteries.
FLOATS in fresh and salt water.

 Equipped with lithium AA batteries for
even longer life, less weight and
longer shelf life.
*MSRP $54.99 - Part #ELPDFLM3M

 Lanyard hole for easy tethering.

 Timer, 8 dimmable settings, special  Recessed lamp setting holds
alignment longer.
effects, plays games, glow-inthe-dark keypad. Great for kids  Will FLOAT when lithium batteries are
fun to dance with!
installed.
*MSRP $39.99 - Part #ELPDMX200
*MSRP $39.99 - Part #ELPDFLM30

Standard eternaLighttm Model 3 features:

Four independent solid-state WHITE LED bulbs insure power, reliability and safety. Each bulb is
rated at over 50,000 hours of continuous use. The built-in microprocessor controls power utilization extending battery life way beyond ordinary flashlights - up to 700 hours! And, it also provides many other useful features like:
 Timer mode - automatically turns unit off if left on accidentally.
 Dimmer mode - allows for variable power output.
 Flasher mode - high visibility blinking mode with variable rate.
 Strobe mode - short exposure for stop-action effects.
 Dazzle mode - great for attention-getting needs like sales presentations or product
promotions.
 S.O.S. mode - emergency distress mode sends the morse code S.O.S. international distress
call continuously.
 Momentary mode - allows user to send code and signals.

With all this sophistication, it's still easy to use. The pleasant one-handed operation makes
turning the unit on and off simple enough for a two-year-old child.
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*Maximum Suggested Retail Price

